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Hon. Francis Logan MLA 
Minister for Energy; Science and Innovation 
10th Floor 
216 St George’s Terrace 
PERTH  WA  6000 
 
 
Dear Minister 
 
On behalf of Council I am pleased to submit the Annual Activity Report for the 
Western Australian Technology and Industry Advisory Council (TIAC) for the year ending 
30 June 2005, for your information, and subsequent presentation to Parliament in accordance 
with Section 26(1) and Section 26(2) of the Industry and Technology Development Act 1998. 
 
Council has also reported through the Department of Industry and Resources’ Annual Report 
and Financial Statement in accordance with Section 26(3) of the Industry and Technology 
Development Act 1998 in compliance with Section 62 of the Financial Administration and 
Audit Act 1985. 
 
Council acknowledges the valuable support given to TIAC by both your office and the 
Department of Industry and Resources. 
 
Yours sincerely 

 
JOHN THOMPSON 
CHAIRMAN 
 
1 July 2006 
 
On behalf of Council Members: 
 
Ms Sharon Brown Ms Wendy Newman Ms Vivienne Snowden 
Dr Jim Limerick Mr David Robinson Professor Lance Twomey 
Mr Rob Meecham Mr Graeme Rowley AM Mr Tim Ungar 
Ms Catherine Moore Mr David Singleton  
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1.1 Introduction 
 
The Western Australian Technology and Industry Advisory Council (TIAC) was created by 
legislation in 1987 (Technology Development Amendment Act - No. 32 of 1987) and was 
continued under Section 20 of the Industry and Technology Development Act 1998. 
 
TIAC was preceded by the Technology Review Group 1978-1983, and the Science, Industry 
and Technology Council (SITCO) 1983-1987. 
 
Council is made up of representatives from various sectors of the State’s economy who, in 
terms of the relevant Act, use their varied background and experience, to provide independent 
policy advice to the Minister so as to make a significant contribution to the development of 
strategies relating to the State’s economic development. 
 
Members of the Council are appointed, by the Minister, under Section 22 of the Industry and 
Technology Development Act 1998 so as to be representative of the interests of the people of 
the State.  A list of members is provided in Section 1.10. 
 
TIAC reports through the Minister to Parliament under Section 26(1) and Section 26(2) of the 
Industry and Technology Act 1998. 
 
TIAC reports under the Financial Administration and Audit Act 1985 through the Department 
of Industry and Resources under Section 26(3) of the Industry and Technology Development 
Act 1998. 
 
TIAC and the ICT Forum members have registered a Code of Conduct with the Public Sector 
Standards Commission (refer to Appendix 6). 
 
 
1.2 Objectives of the Industry and Technology Development Act 1998 
 
The objectives of the Industry and Technology Development Act 1998 under Section 3 are to: 
 
(a) promote and foster the growth and development of industry, trade, science, technology 

and research in the State; 
 
(b) improve the efficiency of State industry and its ability to compete internationally; 
 
(c) encourage the establishment of new industry in the State; 
 
(d) encourage the broadening of the industrial base of the State; and 
 
(e) promote an environment which supports the development of industry, science and 

technology and the emergence of internationally competitive industries in the State. 
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1.3 Functions of the Western Australian Technology and Industry 
 Advisory Council 
 
The Council, under Section 21 of the Act is required to: 
 
(a) provide advice to the Minister, at the initiative of the Council or at the request of the 

Minister, on any matter relating to the objects of the Industry and Technology 
Development Act 1998; and 

 
(b) carry out, collaborate in or produce research, studies or investigations on any matter 

relating to the objects of the Act, including matters relating to the: 
 

• role of industry, science and technology in the policies of Government; 

• social and economic impact of industrial and technological change; 

• employment and training needs and opportunities relating to industrial, 
scientific and technological activities in the State; 

• adequacy of, priorities among and co-ordination of, scientific, industrial and 
technological activities in the State; 

• methods of stimulating desirable industrial and technological advances in the 
State; 

• application of industrial, scientific and technological advances to the services of 
the Government; and 

• promotion of public awareness and understanding of development in industry, 
science and technology. 

 
 
1.4 Outcomes 
 
In order to deliver its objectives and provide its functions, Council has divided its 
programmes into two main areas: 
 
(a) provision of Ministerial advice; and 
 
(b) promotion and public awareness raising activities. 
 

1.4.1 Provision of Ministerial Advice 
 

The advisory role to the Minister on the objectives of the Act and the encouragement, 
promotion and use of technology in the State, centres around three key activities: 

 
(a) the development of reports on issues pertaining to the Act and the role of 

science, industry and technology development in the State.  Council’s reports 
are subjected to a public consultation phase before recommendations are 
submitted to the Minister; 
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(b) the analysis of reports written or commissioned by various national and 
international technology and economic development focused organisations and 
when appropriate, the submission of recommendations to the Minister on 
strategies relevant to Western Australia; and 
 

(c) Council’s participation on various State advisory and funding committees or 
councils. 

 
In February 2006, TIAC and the ICT Forum were placed under the responsibility of the 
Minister for Energy; Science and Innovation. 

 
1.4.1.1 Report Activity (July 2005 – June 2006) 

 
In its advisory role to the Minister, Council has: 
 
(i) completed the report entitled, A Snapshot of Export Activity in Western 

Australia’s SME Sector, which will be launched for public comment by 
the Hon. Francis Logan MLA, Minister for Energy, Science and 
Innovation on 25 July 2006. 

 
Copies of TIAC’s reports are available in the Parliamentary Library, 
State Library, the libraries of the various universities and on the Internet at 
www.wa.gov.au/tiac. 
 
A copy of the Executive Summary for the above report is provided at 
Appendix 1. 

 
1.4.1.1.1 Background and Expected Use of Reports 

 
The Western Australian economy is noted for its commodity exports 
and its large number of small and medium enterprises (SMEs).  The 
State’s commodity sector has been well documented.  The nature of 
cyclical global commodity prices requires the State to encourage the 
diversification of the State’s exports. 
 
This report is an attempt to understand, acknowledge and support the 
role of the exporting small and medium enterprises (SMXs) in the 
diversification of Western Australia’s exports.  This diversification role 
can be better facilitated by the Government recognising these exporters 
as a segment of the economy in their own right rather than as a part of 
separate industry sectors.  Broadening Western Australia’s exports 
remains one of the key strategic objectives for a stronger more resilient 
economy and the Western Australian SME is a key enabler of that 
objective. 
 
A summary of other outcomes from TIAC reports between 1998 and 
2006 is provided in Part 3. 
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1.4.1.2 Participation on State Advisory and Funding 
Committees and Councils 

 
TIAC has accepted invitations for representation and participated in: 
 
(a) the Federal Government’s Commonwealth, State and Territory 

Advisory Council on Innovation; 
 
(b) the Minister’s Knowledge Economy Taskforce; 
 
(c) the Information and Communication Technologies Strategic Advisory 

Group to the Department of Education and Training; 

(d) the Department of Premier and Cabinet’s Steering Group for the 
Collaboration Arrangement with CSIRO to Develop a Physical 
Economy Model for Western Australia; and 

 
(e) the Centres of Excellence State Funding Advisory Committee of the 

Office of Science and Innovation. 
 

1.4.2 Promotion and Public Awareness Raising Activities 
 
Council’s promotional and public awareness raising programmes consist of two main 
types: 
 
(a) the 2020 Breakfast seminars, commenced in 1990, are short, economic 

development focused, information dissemination events; and 
 
(b) TIAC’s Internet website, to promote and increase the public awareness of its 

reports and encourage school students to participate in TIAC’s virtual Science 
and Technology Forum.  This activity is managed in conjunction with the 
Science Teachers’ Association (STAWA) Science Talent Search organisation. 

 
TIAC’s website received approximately 167,000 hits in March and May 2006 
following the release of the ICT Forum reports.  An average of 4,000 hits per day was 
recorded during this report year with a total download of 22.87 gigabytes of reports.  
The targeted website hits and downloads are considered as indicators of relevance for 
both TIAC and ICT Forum reports.  Annual details of the web activity for TIAC and 
the ICT Forum are provided in Part 3. 
 

1.4.2.1 2020 Breakfast Seminars 
 
The following 2020 Breakfast seminars were conducted for the 2005 – 2006 
reporting year: 
 
(i) Enabling Growth: The Contribution of ICT to the Western Australian 

Economy; and 

(ii) Big Pipes: Connecting Western Australia to the Global Knowledge 
Economy. 
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1.4.2.2 Virtual Science and Technology Forum Activities 
 
The virtual Science and Technology activities were conducted through the 
Science Teachers’ Association of Western Australia (STAWA) Science Talent 
Search organisation.  Topics of the 2005 winners included: 
 
• Middle Secondary School – The Lifter by Eric Hillman of Kolbe Catholic College; 

• Lower Secondary School – Buoyancy of Boat Material by Katherine Valle, 
Tanika Shalders and Jepina Stuti of Hamilton Senior High School; 

• Upper Primary School – A Collection of Frogs by Emma Boogaerdt of 
Floreat Primary; 

• Lower Primary School – Recycling, Who Needs It? by Matthew Watts of 
Ngaanyatjurra College; 

 
The presentations may be viewed on TIAC’s website at www.wa.gov.au/tiac. 

 
 
1.5 Financial Provisions 
 
The expenses of Council are provided for under Section 15 of the Industry and Technology 
Development Act 1998 via the Western Australian Industry and Technology Development 
Account. 
 
TIAC was allocated a total budget for 2005 – 2006 of $776,253 plus superannuation costs.  
The operational component of TIAC’s 2005 – 2006 budget was $580,253 of which $130,000 
were quarantined as operational funds for the ICT Forum. 
 
1.6 Members’ Remuneration 
 
Council members’ remuneration and allowances were determined under Section 24 of the 
Technology and Industry Development Act 1998 resulting in: 
 
(a) Chairperson’s Salary $40,000.00 (per annum) 
 
(b) Member’s Sitting Fee – Non-Public Sector 
 
 Council Meetings $1,200.00 (per meeting) 
 Other Meetings Nil 
 
(c) Member’s Sitting Fee – Public Sector 
 
 Council Meetings Nil 
 Other Meetings Nil 
 
Nine TIAC meetings and ten Steering Committee meetings for the planning and development 
of reports were conducted in the reporting year. 
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1.7 Executive Staff 
 
Council is provided with a full time executive staff of 2.8 officers seconded from the 
Department of Industry and Resources. 
 
TIAC’s executive staff also provided secretarial and executive services to the Minister’s 
Information and Communications Technology Industry Development Forum (ICT Forum). 
 
The ICT Forum was established in 2004 by Ministerial direction under Section 25 and 23(14) 
of the ITD Act 1998 as a specialist advisory committee of TIAC reporting through its Chair to 
the Minister for State Development. 
 
The text of the Minister’s direction was attached as Appendix 6 in TIAC’s 2003 – 2004 
Report as per Section 25(2) of the ITD Act 1998. 
 
 
1.8 Financial Statement 
 
TIAC reports under the Financial Administration and Audit Act 1985 through the Department 
of Industry and Resources’ Annual Report and Financial Statements. 
 
 
1.9 Outlook for 2006 – 2007 
 
Council has, over the past five years, been developing a series of reports under a theme titled, 
Towards a Western Australian Knowledge Economy.  In this series, it has carried out studies 
which have discussed the advantages of: 
 
(i) encouraging the further development of a ‘knowledge component’ to Western 

Australia’s traditional industry strengths in mining and agriculture; and 
 
(ii) diversifying the State’s economy and exports by developing ‘knowledge’ industries 

supported by a knowledge infrastructure. 
 
Council proposes to continue its reports to Government on various aspects which will 
emphasise the need to manage the consequences of globalisation, continue the development of 
a Western Australian Knowledge Economy and the diversification of the State’s exports. 
 
A diagrammatic summary of TIAC’s and the ICT Forum’s series of reports under the theme, 
Towards a Western Australian Knowledge Economy, and details of the subsequent themes, 
Creating the Knowledge Infrastructure 2002, and Driving the Knowledge Economy 2005, is 
provided on the following pages. 
 
In the 2006-2007 reporting period, TIAC will launch, for public comment, the reports: 
 
(i) Expanding Western Australia’s Export Markets:  The Drivers and Shapers of China’s 

Economic Development in the 21st Century; and 
 
(ii) Expanding Western Australia’s Export Markets:  The Drivers and Shapers of India’s 

Economic Development in the 21st Century. 
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3. Driving the Western Australian 
Knowledge Economy 2005 

1. Towards a Western Australian 
Knowledge Economy 1999-2004 
Cabinet endorsed the development of 
a Western Australian Knowledge 
Economy, Cabinet Minute 5.02, 
20 December 2004. 

2. Creating the Knowledge 
Infrastructure 2002 

 

Emerging Western Australian 
Strengths 

 

Expanding Western Australian 
Exports 

(non-commodity) 
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KEY: 
 
  Completed Reports 
 
  Planned Reports 
 
 
 
 

Copies of these reports can be obtained from our website:  www.wa.gov.au/tiac

“Enabling a Connected Community:  
Developing Broadband Infrastructure and 
Services in Metropolitan Western Australia” 
(9/03) (TIAC and the ICT Forum) 

“Creating Western Australia’s Knowledge 
Infrastructure:  Towards Global 
Competitiveness and High-Value 
Employment” (6/03) (TIAC) 

“Towards a Western Australian Knowledge Hub: 
The University Sector” (6/02) (TIAC) 

Creating the Knowledge 
Infrastructure 
2002-Present 

Planning for 2007 

1“Initiating and Supporting Major Economic 
Infrastructure for State Development: 
Defining the Issues” (5/04) (TIAC) 

2“Initiating and Supporting Major Economic 
Infrastructure for State Development: 
Opportunities for Government” (9/04) 
(TIAC) 

“Big Pipes: Connecting Western Australia to 
the Global Knowledge Economy (4/06) 
(ICT Forum) 
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KEY: 
 
  Completed Reports 
 
  Planned Reports 
 

3. Driving the Western Australian 
Knowledge Economy 2005 

 

Emerging Western Australian 
Strengths 

 

Expanding Western Australian 
Exports 

(non-commodity) 

A Snapshot of Export Activity in 
Western Australia’s SME Sector 
(2006) (TIAC) 

Enabling Growth: The Contribution of 
ICT to the Western Australian 
Economy (2006) (ICT Forum) 

Expanding Western Australia’s Export 
Markets:  The Drivers and Shapers of 
China’s Economic Development in the 
21st Century (2006) (TIAC) 

Expanding Western Australia’s Export 
Markets:  The Drivers and Shapers of 
India’s Economic Development in the 
21st Century (2006) (TIAC) 
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1.10 Membership of the Western Australian Technology and Industry 
Advisory Council Membership 

 
 
Mr John Thompson 
TIAC Chairman 
 
 

 

Ms Sharon Brown 
Strategic Business Manager 
AlphaWest 
 

Mr Graeme Rowley AM 
Executive Director Operations 
Fortescue Metals Group Limited 
 

Dr Jim Limerick 
Director General 
Department of Industry and Resources 
 

Mr David Singleton 
CEO and Managing Director 
Clough Limited 
 

Mr Rob Meecham 
Director, Business Development 
Challenger TAFE 
 

Ms Vivienne Snowden 
Executive Consultant 
Snowden 
 

Ms Wendy Newman 
Principal Consultant 
Quintessence Consulting 
 

Professor Lance Twomey 
Vice Chancellor 
Curtin University of Technology 
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Western Australian Information and 
Communications 
Technology Industry Development Forum 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Hon. Francis Logan MLA 
Minister for Energy; Science and Innovation 
10th Floor 
216 St George’s Terrace 
PERTH  WA  6000 
 
 
Dear Minister 
 
On behalf of the members, I am pleased to submit the Annual Activity Report for the 
Western Australian Information and Communications Technology Industry Development 
Forum (ICT Forum) for the year ending 30 June 2005, for your information, and subsequent 
presentation to Parliament in accordance with Section 26(1) and Section 26(2) of the Industry 
and Technology Development Act 1998. 
 
The Forum, similarly to TIAC, has also reported through the Department of Industry and 
Resources’ Annual Report and Financial Statement in accordance with Section 26(3) of the 
Industry and Technology Development Act 1998 in compliance with Section 62 of the 
Financial Administration and Audit Act 1985. 
 
Members acknowledge the valuable support given to the Forum by TIAC, your office and the 
Department of Industry and Resources. 
 
Yours sincerely 

 
HON. MAL BRYCE AO 
CHAIRMAN 
 
1 July 2006 
 
On behalf of Forum Members: 
 
Mr Nic Beames Mr Neil Fernandes Mr Brett Sabien 
Ms Jo Bryson Dr Walter Green Ms Lyne Thomas 
Dr Bob Cross Mr Geoff Harben Mr Richard Thorning 
Mr Peter Fairclough Ms Cheryl Robertson Mr John Tondut 
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2.1 Introduction 
 
The Western Australian Information and Communications Technology Industry Development 
Forum (ICT Forum) was established as a committee of TIAC by the Minister for 
State Development in June 2004 under Section 23(14) and 25 of the Industry and Technology 
Development Act 1998 (ITD Act 1998). 
 
The Chair of the ICT Forum reports directly to the Minister.  The activities of the Forum are 
to be reported to Parliament in TIAC’s Annual Activity Report under Section 26 of the 
ITD Act 1998. 
 
The text of the Minister’s direction was attached as Appendix 6 in TIAC’s 2003 – 2004 
Annual Activity Report as per Section 25(2) of the ITD Act 1998. 
 
A list of members is provided in Section 2.10. 
 
 
2.2 Objectives of the Industry and Technology Development Act 1998 
 
The objectives of the Industry and Technology Development Act 1998 under Section 3 are to: 
 
(a) promote and foster the growth and development of industry, trade, science, technology 

and research in the State; 
 
(b) improve the efficiency of State industry and its ability to compete internationally; 
 
(c) encourage the establishment of new industry in the State; 
 
(d) encourage the broadening of the industrial base of the State; and 
 
(e) promote an environment which supports the development of industry, science and 

technology and the emergence of internationally competitive industries in the State. 
 
The ICT Forum as a specialist advisory committee, is required to focus on the Information 
and Communications Technology (ICT) Industry under a specific Terms of Reference. 
 
 
2.3 ICT Forum – Terms of Reference 

 
2.3.1 Scope (PF1) 
 
As a vital part of this State’s future development, the Information and Communications 
Technology Industry Development Forum (ICT Forum) is concerned with: 
 
(a) the advancement of the Information and Communications Technology (ICT) 

Industry in Western Australia (SF1); 
 
(b) the industry’s capacity to support the creation and maintenance of high quality 

jobs throughout the State’s economy (SF2); 
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(c) access to ICT services throughout the State and ensuring the overall interests of 
Western Australia are served (SF3); 

 
(d) the promotion of ICT as a driver of competitiveness and efficiency across 

industry (SF4); and 
 
(e) the facilitation of ICT as a key enabler in a Western Australian ‘Knowledge 

Economy’ (SF5). 
 
2.3.2 Strategic Role (PF2) 
 
To advise the Minister for State Development on policies and strategies necessary to 
ensure the continuing development of the Information and Communications Technology 
Industry and the application of information and communication technologies across 
industry and the community generally in Western Australia. 
 
2.3.3 Outcomes (PF3) 
 
The Forum will assist the Government: 
 
(a)  in setting the environment for the development and attraction of expanded and 

new business opportunities for Western Australia in information and 
communications (SF6); 

 
(b)  by providing policy advice, which will facilitate the establishment of 

“leading edge” telecommunication systems in the State (SF7); 
 
(c)  by providing policy advice on meeting the ICT needs of both regional and 

metropolitan Western Australia (SF8); 
 
(d)  by advising the Minister on broadband related issues namely (SF9); 
 

(i) identifying the core value propositions and support mechanisms needed 
by various target groups (e.g. residents, SMEs, non-metropolitan areas) 
concerning broadband take-up and use; and 

 
(ii) advising on a strategy designed to raise and maintain a public awareness 

programme to encourage the take-up and use of broadband services by 
target groups; and 

 
(e) by providing advice to the Minister, at the initiative of the Forum or at the 

request of the Minister, on any matter relating to the ICT industry and ICT 
applications generally (SF10). 

 
2.3.4 Operations 
 
The Forum will meet a maximum of 10 times per year with working parties established 
and meeting as required from time to time. 
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An Executive Officer from the Technology & Industry Advisory Council will 
co-ordinate meetings and prepare minutes.  The Forum is to submit to the Minister a 
copy of the minutes of each meeting within 14 days after the meeting at which the 
minutes were confirmed. 
 
This Forum will report through the Chairperson to the Minister for State Development. 
 
Recommendations for action will be made to the Minister through the Chairperson.  
This will include business cases to support funding requests to conduct research or 
undertake specific projects. 
 
2.3.5 Membership 
 
An independent Chairperson will be appointed by the Minister. 
 
The Forum will consist of up to 16 people with the option of initiating working parties 
with additional expert membership to progress specific projects. 
 
The members will be appointed for their own strategic skills rather than as 
representatives of sectors or associations of the industry. 
 
The Minister for State Development will appoint members. 
 
Members will be appointed for three -year terms. 

 
 
2.4 Outcomes 
 
In order to deliver its strategic role, the ICT Forum has divided its programmes into two main 
areas: 
 
(i) the development of reports on strategic issues relating to the advancement of the ICT 

industry; and 
 
(ii) submissions on policies under development by the State or Federal Governments. 
 

2.4.1 Reports on Strategic Issues 
 
The ICT Forum in partnership with others has completed two reports as follows: 
 
(i) Enabling Growth: The Contribution of ICT to the Western Australian 

Economy; and 

(ii) Big Pipes: Connecting Western Australia to the Global Knowledge Economy; 
 
launched for public comment by the Hon. Francis Logan, MLA, Minister for Energy; 
Science and Innovation, in February and April 2006 respectively. 
 
(Details of the partnerships are provided in Appendices 2 and 3.) 
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2.5 Financial Provisions 
 
An amount of $130,000 was quarantined in the 2005 – 2006 TIAC budget as operational 
funds for the ICT Forum. 
 
 
2.6 Members’ Remuneration 
 
The Forum members’ remuneration is determined by the Public Service Commission. 
 
(a) Chairperson’s Salary $21,700.00 (per annum) 

(b) Member’s Sitting Fee – Non-Public Sector $300.00 

(c) Member’s Sitting Fee – Public Sector Nil 
 
Ten ICT Forum meetings and six ICT Steering Committee meetings for the planning and 
development of reports were conducted in the reporting year. 
 
 
2.7 Executive Staff 
 
TIAC’s executive staff provided secretarial and executive services to the ICT Forum. 
 
 
2.8 Financial Statement 
 
The ICT Forum via TIAC, reports under the Financial Administration and Audit Act 1985 
through the Department of Industry and Resources’ Annual Report and Financial Statements. 
 
 
2.9 Outlook 2006 – 2007 
 
The ICT Forum will focus on two key issues in 2006 – 2007.  The issues are as follows: 
 

2.9.1 High Speed Real Broadband 
 

The vision statement in WA Connected: State Communications Policy, states that: 
 
“Western Australians will have access to functional and affordable communications 
services, allowing them to fully participate in opportunities available.” 
 
The ICT Forum is of the opinion that broadband is a fundamental building block of the 
‘Knowledge Economy’ which has created a platform for new technologies which 
support applications in e-commerce, education, health care, entertainment and 
e-government. 
 
Western Australia’s remoteness, size and thin markets makes it essential for 
government, business and the community to have access to high speed broadband 
infrastructure. 
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2.9.2 Digital Content: The Feasibility of a WA Digital Content Industry Serving 
High Value Niche Markets 

 
In a DCITA report, Unlocking the Potential – Digital Content Action Agenda, 
the Federal Government recognised the digital content sector of the ICT 
industry as one of the major drivers of economic competitiveness in the 
coming decade.  This sector will make a major contribution to ensuring high 
levels of economic growth, a robust export capacity and a highly trained 
workforce.  It is important because: 
 
• it is economically significant, with estimated worth of $21 billion, almost 

3.5 per cent of Australia’s GDP, and employs about 300,000 people; 

• it is a high growth industry, growing faster worldwide than other economic 
sectors; 

• the economic multipliers arising from the Digital Content Industry are 
significant, being higher than for most other categories of economic 
activity; and 

• it has major implications for productivity growth in many important 
industries beyond the core Digital Content Industry itself.  Digital content 
and technology is becoming an important input to other industries and an 
enabler which helps transform the way they do business. 

 
Where is Western Australia’s place in this key sector? 

 
Both the above issues are supportive of considering options for the Government’s priority of 
building sustainable prosperity “after the boom”. 
 
The Forum will also continue to make submissions to both the State and Federal Governments 
as opportunities arise. 
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2.10 Membership of the ICT Forum 
 
 
Hon. Mal Bryce AO 
Chairman 
 

 

Mr Nic Beames 
Director of Content 
Dynamic Digital Depth 
 

Mr Geoff Harben 
General Manager Public Sector 
Ernst & Young 
 

Ms Jo Bryson 
Executive Director 
Office of E-Government 
 

Ms Cheryl Robertson 
ICT Consultant 
 

Dr Bob Cross 
Chair of ACS 
Edith Cowan University 
 

Mr Brett Sabien 
Manager – Telecentre Support Branch 
Dept of Local Government and Regional Development 
 

Mr Peter Fairclough 
Regional Managing Director WA 
Telstra Corporation Limited 
 

Ms Lyne Thomas 
Assistant Director General Development Strategies 
Department of Industry and Resources 
 

Mr Neil Fernandes 
Managing Director 
Central TAFE 
 

Mr Richard Thorning 
General Manager WA Optus Business 
SingTel Optus Pty Ltd 
 

Dr Walter Green 
Director 
Communications Expert Group Pty Ltd 

Mr John Tondut 
Procurement Reform 
Department of Treasury and Finance 
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3.1 Indicators of Relevance 
 
TIAC was reviewed in 2004 with the resulting report being tabled as Parliamentary Paper No. 
2810 on 22 September 2004.  The review’s conclusion on TIAC’s effectiveness were as 
follows: 
 
(i) TIAC has been effective in its activities of provision of advice and in raising public 

awareness and is not constrained in carrying out these roles by the current ITD Act. 
 
(ii) The activities of TIAC are essential for promoting policy debate and assisting in 

policy formation.  TIAC has strongly informed policy development. 
 
(iii) TIAC has demonstrated its flexibility in responding to Ministerial requests to develop 

and implement three-year programmes targeting specific industry sectors. 
 
(iv) TIAC should have specific appropriation identified within the responsible Department 

budget including forward estimates. 
 
Other indicators of relevance that are monitored by TIAC and the ICT Forum include: 
 
(a) Publications of TIAC linked to its functions as per the ITD Act 1998; 
 
(b) Publications of the ICT Forum linked to function as per the Terms of Reference; 
 
(c) Outcomes of TIAC’s reports; 
 
(d) Outcomes of the ICT Forum’s reports; 
 
(e) TIAC and ICT Forum website statistics. 
 
Details of this monitoring are given in Section 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 respectively. 
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3.2 Publications of TIAC Linked to Function 
 

Publication Title Linkage to 
Function 

Date 

Support for West Australian Software Industry PF5, SF5 July 1988 

New Challenges & Opportunities PF5, SF7 July 1988 

Technology Parks PF1, PF5 July 1988 

Intelligent Buildings: What role for the WA Government? SF6 Sept 1988 

US State Government Policies Designed to Encourage the Commercialisation of 
New Ideas:  Some Recommendations for WA 

PF1, PF3, SF5 Sept 1988 

WA Software Industry (Second Report) PF5, SF5 Oct 1988 

An Industrial Science Policy for Western Australia:  Some Seed Ideas PF5, SF1 Oct 1988 

Towards a West Australian Science Policy for the 1990’s PF5, SF1 Nov 1988 

Inquiry into Venture Capital in Western Australia PF1, PF3, SF5 March 1989 

The Case for a New Branch of Manufacturing to Provide Smart Equipment for 
the Mining Industry 

PF2 March 1990 

The Export Debate PF5 May 1990 

Tomorrow’s People in Science & Technology SF1 March 1991 

Bentley Technology Precinct:  An Exploratory Study PF1 Sept 1992 

The Western Australian Technology School of the Future:  A Feasibility Study SF3, SF5 Oct 1992 

Capturing Opportunities in Asia with Western Australian Science & Technology PF5 Nov 1992 

Telecommuting 2000:  Making the Future Work for Western Australia PF2, SF5 Dec 1992 

Telework 2000:  Making the Future Work for Western Australia PF2, SF5 July 1993 

R&D and the State’s Economic Development: What is the best fit? PF1, SF4 April 1994 

Medical Research Infrastructure Funding in Western Australia PF1, SF4 April 1995 

Towards an Information Infrastructure Policy for Western Australia – the 
Business Aspect 

PF2, SF1 Feb 1996 

Financing Options for Regional Infrastructure in Western Australia PF1, PF4 Nov 1996 

Telecommunications Deregulation – Is Western Australia Prepared? SF7 Dec 1996 

Western Australia’s Minerals and Energy Expertise: How can it be optimised? – 
Defining the Issues – A Background Paper 

PF5, SF3 Sept 1997 

Research & Development:  Role of the State Government in attracting External 
Funding 

PF1, SF1 May 1998 
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3.2 Publications of TIAC Linked to Function (Cont’d) 
 

Publication Title Linkage to 
Function 

Date 

From Mines to Minds:  Western Australia in the Global Information Economy PF1, PF2, PF5, SF1, 
SF5 

Feb 1999 

Western Australia’s Minerals and Energy Expertise: How can it be optimised? – 
Growing the R&D Sector 

PF1, PF5, SF3 June 1999 

Technology, Skills and the Changing Nature of Work PF5, SF1, SF3 April 2000 

Drivers and Shapers of Economic Development in Western Australia in the 21st 
Century 

ALL PF, ALL SF Sept 2000 

Export of Western Australian Education and Training:  Constraints and 
Opportunities 

PF2 Oct 2000 

Biotechnology West:  Strengths, Weaknesses and Opportunities PF4, PF5, SF5 Dec 2000 

Directions for Industry Policy in Western Australia within the Global Knowledge 
Economy 

SF1 Mar 2002 

The Organisation of Knowledge: Optimising the Role of Universities in a 
Western Australian Knowledge Hub 

PF1, PF2, PF5 Jun 2002 

Creating Western Australia’s Knowledge Infrastructure:  Towards Global 
Competitiveness and High-Value Employment 

PF2 Jun 2003 

Enabling a Connected Community:  Developing Broadband Infrastructure and 
Services in Metropolitan Western Australia 

PF2, PF5 Sept 2003 

Initiating and Supporting Major Economic Infrastructure for State Development:  
Defining the Issues 

PF1, PF2, PF3, PF5 May 2004 

Initiating and Supporting Major Economic Infrastructure for State Development:  
Opportunities for Government 

PF2, PF3, PF5, SF1 Sept 2004 

Trade in Western Australian Health Industry Services:  Directions for 
Development 

PF1, PF2, PF5, SF1, 
SF4 

Nov 2004 

A Snapshot of Export Activity in Western Australia’s SME Sector PF1, PF2, SF2 July 2006 

 
 
* 5 Primary Functions (Objects of the Act) = PF(1-5) 
* 7 Secondary Functions (Functions specific to TIAC) = SF(1-7) 
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3.3 Publications of the ICT Forum Linked to the Terms of Reference 
 

Publication Title Linkage to 
Function 

Date 

Enabling a Connected Community: Developing Broadband Infrastructure and 
Services in Metropolitan Western Australia 

PF1, PF3, SF3, SF6, 
SF7, SF8, SF9, SF10 

Sept 2003 

Enabling Growth: The Contribution of ICT to the Western Australian Economy PF1, PF2, PF3, SF1, 
SF2, SF4, SF5, SF10 

Feb 2006 

Big Pipes: Connecting Western Australia to the Global Knowledge Economy PF1, PF2, PF3, SF1, 
SF2, SF4, SF5, SF7, 
SF10 

April 2006 

 
 
* 3 Primary Functions = PF(1-3) 
* 10 Secondary Functions = SF(1-10) 
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3.4 Outcomes of TIAC Reports 
 

 
 

Report Title 
Date 

Published 
Possible Indicator of Relevance - 

Date 

Towards a West Australian Science Policy for the 1990s 1988 Launch of a State Science and Technology 
Policy (1997). 

Inquiry into Venture Capital in Western Australia 1989 Part of Industry Policy (2004). 

Bentley Technology Precinct: An Exploratory Study 1989 Precinct Plan implemented (2004). 

The Western Australian Technology School of the Future:  
A Feasibility Study 

1992 Part of ALP election promise (2001). 

Part of Perth Modern Development (2004). 

Tomorrow’s People in Science and Technology 

R&D and the State’s Economic Development:  What is the 
best fit? 

Research and Development:  Role of the State 
Government in attracting External Funding 

1991 

1994 

1998 

Issues and elements contributed to the 
formation of the Science Council and 
contained in OSI projects (2001). 

Medical Research Infrastructure Funding in Western 
Australia 

1995 Funding implemented (1997). 

Towards and Information Infrastructure Policy for 
Western Australia – the Business Aspect 

Telecommunications Deregulation – Is Western Australia 
Prepared? 

From Mines to Minds:  Western Australia in the Global 
Information Economy 

1996 

1996 

1999 

Issues relating to ICT and 
Telecommunications Policy included as part 
of Industry Policy (2004). 

Proposed development of ICT Strategy and 
Telecommunications Strategy (2004). 

Western Australia’s Minerals and Energy Expertise:  How 
can it be optimised? – Defining the Issues – A Background 
Paper 

Western Australia’s Minerals and Energy Expertise:  How 
can it be optimised? – Growing the R&D Sector 

1997 

1999 

One of the proposed Research Institutes under 
the OSI plan (2003-2004). 

Drivers and Shapers of Economic Development in 
Western Australia in the 21st Century 

2000 Quoted in Innovate WA Policy – ALP (2001). 

Export of Western Australian Education and Training:  
Constraints and Opportunities 

2000 Part of Industry Policy (2004). 

Biotechnology West:  Strengths, Weaknesses and 
Opportunities 

2000 Part of Coalition election promise (2001). 

Part of DoIR work program – Biotechnology 
Strategy (2004). 

Directions for Industry Policy in Western Australia within 
the Global Knowledge Economy 

2002 Industry Policy Statement launched 2004. 

The Organisation of Knowledge:  Optimising the Role of 
Universities in a Western Australian Knowledge Hub 

2002 Elements and issues contributed to OSI 
Research Institutes plan (2004). 

Creating Western Australia’s Knowledge Infrastructure:  
Towards Global Competitiveness and High-Value 
Employment 

2003 Issues and elements to contribute to the 
Government’s Knowledge Economy Strategy 
(2004). 

Enabling a Connected Community:  Developing 
Broadband Infrastructure and Services in Metropolitan 
Western Australia 

2003 Federal Government budget provides $50m 
for metro broadband subsidy to disadvantaged 
(2005). 
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3.4 Outcomes of TIAC Reports (Cont’d) 
 

 
 

Report Title 
Date 

Published 
Possible Indicator of Relevance - 

Date 

1. Initiating and Supporting Major Economic 
Infrastructure for State Development:  Defining the 
Issues 

2. Initiating and Supporting Major Economic 
Infrastructure for State Development:  Opportunities 
for Government 

2004 
 

 

2004 

Business Council takes up issue of Federal 
Government involvement in infrastructure 
development (2004). 

State Government creates Cabinet Taskforce 
to oversee major infrastructure projects 
(2005). 

State Government established 
Commonwealth-State Relationship Taskforce. 

The State Treasurer established Infrastructure 
Taskforce (2004) 

TIAC’s Towards a Knowledge Economy theme of reports 1999-2004 State Cabinet endorses coordinated 
development of a Western Australian 
Knowledge Economy (2004). 

 

3.5 Outcomes of ICT Forum Reports (2003 – 2006) 
 

 

Report Title 
Date 

Published 
Possible Indicator of Relevance - 

Date 

Enabling a Connected Community:  Developing 
Broadband Infrastructure and Services in Metropolitan 
Western Australia 

2003 State Infrastructure refers to 
Telecommunications as part of infrastructure.  
Chair of ICT Forum appointed as member of 
Taskforce (2005). 

Enabling Growth: The Contribution of ICT to the Western 
Australian Economy 

2006 Tasmanian Government’s Economic 
Development Department seeks support of the 
ICT Forum to develop a similar report for 
Tasmania (2006). 

 

3.6 Website Statistics for TIAC (1999 – 2006) and the ICT Forum (2006) 
 

 

Budget Year 
Targetted Requests 

(Annual) 
Total Data Transfer 

(Annual) 
1999-2000 94,041 0.85 gigabytes 

2000-2001 225,288 2.9 gigabytes 

2001-2002 403,442 4.96 gigabytes 

2002-2003 691,377 9.39 gigabytes 

2003-2004 901,071 13.35 gigabytes 

2004-2005 1,398,786 17.74 gigabytes 

2005-2006 1,420,545 22.87 gigabytes 
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Additional copies of this report can be obtained from our website:  www.wa.gov.au/tiac 
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Executive Summary 

SMX: Critical to Western Australia’s Economic Strength 

Mining and agricultural exports dominate the overall export performance of Western Australia.  As 
a result, Western Australia’s view of its economy and exporters is heavily influenced by these 
sectors and the relatively large companies they produce. 

However, Western Australia has a thriving and diverse small to medium export (SMX) sector 
which is large in number and encompasses a wide variety of goods and services which it exports to 
most parts of the world.  These companies are an important element in the Western Australian 
economy. Their importance lies partly in the fact that they are integral to achieving diversification 
away from traditional reliance on mining and agriculture.  Perhaps even more important, these 
SMXs develop and utilise a wide array of innovative technologies and labour market skills.  In this 
way they make an important contribution to the maintenance and development of a more robust 
technology and labour market base in Western Australia which will be important to maintaining the 
strength of the Western Australian economy in the long term. 

Focus of the Report 

This report looks at various aspects of the performance of SMXs in Western Australia, the 
challenges they face and the strategies that determine their approach to exporting and their success 
as exporters.  The analysis is based on direct interviews with a cross section of 45 companies and 
examples are given of the ways in which some individual companies have addressed the various 
issues identified. 

The companies in this study cover a range of products and services and while a significant number 
of companies have export activities directly aligned (at least initially) with mining and agriculture, 
others do not.  In fact, for a significant number the inherent advantage of being in Western 
Australia is far less obvious.  For example, a priori, CNC machines for signwriting, saddles, power 
tools or engine systems for buses may not immediately be thought of as exporting opportunities 
from Western Australia. 

Notwithstanding the wide range of products and services covered by the companies in the study, 
there are significant commonalities identified across these SMXs in terms of the product and export 
strategies that have led to success.  These commonalities provide insights into what it takes to be 
successful as an SMX in Western Australia.  They also provide insights into the nature of the 
competitive advantage in Western Australia and the key factors needed for ongoing success. 

The picture that emerges may be surprising to those who are not familiar with the sector, but is one 
which illustrates the underlying strength and resourcefulness of the SMXs and their potential to 
contribute to Western Australia. 

Patterns in Exporting 

It might have been expected that SMXs would develop first in Western Australia, look elsewhere 
in Australia for new markets and then go overseas.  In fact this is far from the case.  Virtually all of 
the companies in the survey embraced the idea of exporting internationally early in their 
development. The major reason offered for commencing exporting early was simply insufficient 
local demand relative to the growth opportunities sought by the company and the sales levels 
needed to sustain a profitable business model. 
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Some companies began selling to Eastern Australia at the same time as they began international 
exports, however, none used the Eastern States as a stepping stone to overseas.  Indeed the 
predominant view is that it is as easy and in some cases easier, to develop overseas markets.  
Whilst for most companies, international exports were the logical way to grow beyond 
Western Australia, it is important to recognise that for several companies there was no local market 
for their original innovation/product idea and sales had to have an overseas focus from the start.  
Perhaps surprisingly, virtually all companies indicated that the initial approach to exporting was 
largely opportunistic in the sense that few had a detailed strategic plan regarding exports and 
exporting.  This meant that the exact timing of export development, the particular countries 
selected, marketing methods and networks developed as opportunities arose. 

The Major Challenge is Offshore 

For the SMXs in this study the major challenges to export success are predominantly offshore.  
Virtually all companies nominated cultural awareness as the key to becoming successful exporters 
and recognised that this must embrace awareness of the cultural, political and religious 
environment in each country as well as the business environment.  Whilst this is perhaps to be 
expected for companies dealing with say Asia or Africa, many companies experienced a variety of 
culture shock when first attempting to do business in the United States because they were 
unprepared for the complexity of doing business there and the particular demands that it places on 
suppliers.  Companies have evolved and refined their business model where necessary to 
accommodate differences between countries and between sectors and product and service markets 
within countries.  They recognise that a “one-size-fits-all” approach in their business planning and 
in the advice and assistance available to them will not lead to success for them as exporters. 

Behind cultural awareness issues, companies nominated the building of relationships and sheer 
perseverance as keys to export success.  Typically companies relied on one or a combination of: 

 Forming a strategic alliance with a local company;  

 Setting up local office staffed primarily by locals (especially for mining services); or 

 Follow an existing large customer into a new market. 

It was almost universally recognised that there is no substitute for the SMX having its own people 
on the ground to build relationships.  In most cases this meant the founder/CEO was involved until 
the company grew large enough to have some dedicated marketing/business development roles.  
The cost in terms of resources and time is a key hurdle to initial development of export markets. 

Most companies are aware of and have had to deal with issues which are commonplace practices in 
some countries, but have been classified as bribery, corruption and intellectual property (IP) 
infringement.  Companies cannot easily avoid these issues and need to be well prepared to deal 
with them when they arise.  The interviews indicated clearly that failure to be prepared and to act 
based on complete understanding and good planning could be potentially damaging to further 
business opportunities and ultimate success as an exporter. 

The experience of the majority of participants was that the key to dealing with most issues was 
finding the right local contacts, i.e. a reliable person with local knowledge who could assist them to 
navigate the pitfalls. 
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Western Australia is an isolated State, close to Asia but distant from many of the world’s major 
markets in Europe and North America.  All companies recognised that distance was an issue but, 
most importantly, virtually none saw it as a barrier.  The key to being a successful SMX from 
Western Australia is to eliminate the perception of distance as a barrier for the customer.  In effect 
the companies in this study have made distance an issue managed by them as the supplier and not 
by the customer. A major element in their ability to achieve this has been their universal 
willingness to “jump on a plane” and deal directly with issues or have staff placed overseas who 
can ensure timely service and support. 

Innovation and Quality are the Core to Success 

Virtually all companies in this study have based their export strategy on some combination of: 
technological innovation; high quality and flexible product manufacture or service; a focus on 
niche/boutique markets; and premium pricing.  An important aspect of differentiation and niche 
market development for manufacturers is the willingness to undertake varying degrees of product 
customisation for clients.  This is seen as giving them a competitive advantage over mass market 
producers who could not so readily make changes to product. 

It is important to recognise that, by their nature, many of these SMX companies have no inherent 
comparative advantage operating from Western Australia. Their competitive position and success 
is rooted in innovative technology, products and services.  Many were established in Western 
Australia based on innovations made by the company founders.  The majority have no fundamental 
reason to remain in Western Australia but do so because they have found product strategies that 
allow them to be competitive in world markets operating from Western Australia whilst still 
maintaining lifestyle choices. 

Underpinning their success in following their innovation and product/service strategies is access to 
a highly skilled and flexible labour force encompassing engineering, scientific, technical and trade 
skills.  Indeed, the quality of the people available directly to them and of those available indirectly 
in their key suppliers is generally recognised as having been critical to their success.  These 
companies are individually too small to influence education, training and labour markets.  Yet 
these areas are an important element of competitive advantage in Western Australia and arguably 
will be the most critical factor influencing the continued development of successful SMXs in 
Western Australia in the longer term. 

Beyond Mass Production 

The corollary of the success that these SMXs achieve in following their innovation and niche 
market strategies is that mass production of routine goods is not viable from Western Australia.  
The key to the success of these and future SMXs will continue to be innovation and while this is 
likely to result in high end manufacture (technically complex products with small production runs) 
continuing in Western Australia, higher volume routine product and component manufacture does 
now and will continue to be more competitively done offshore.   

Western Australian SMXs involved in manufacturing have a view that manufacture of complex 
products based on mixes of materials and innovation in design is what they can do best in Western 
Australia.  This reflects the wide range of technical skills available and the easy logistics. Taking 
this one step further, concentrating on R&D and prototype manufacture may be a way for some 
companies to remain and grow in Western Australia even if high volume routine manufacture goes 
offshore.  Indeed the success of companies already doing this suggests that Perth may be an 
attractive location for overseas based companies to locate their R&D and prototype manufacturing. 
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Leveraging and Valuing IP 

Fundamentally, this is a reflection of the fact that, whether they export goods or services, the 
creation and exploitation of IP is at the core of the success of the SMXs studied.  The challenge for 
these companies, and one which they clearly recognise, is to continue to innovate and create 
valuable IP and to be able to successfully protect, control and exploit their IP when they are 
providing services and manufacturing offshore. 

By implication, this is a challenge for the State.  Successful SMXs that grow will almost by 
definition have innovation, creativity and IP at their core but will grow beyond Western Australia 
to have successful operations overseas.  The challenge is to have these core activities based in and 
controlled from Western Australia whilst recognising that having aspects of their manufacture and 
service delivery offshore is in large part a reflection of the success of these companies in moving 
into the global market place. 

Experience with Government Assistance 

A wide range of assistance schemes have been made available to SMXs by both State and 
Commonwealth agencies.  Virtually all companies had knowledge of and most had some direct 
experience of the range of services available.  Commonly they had used in-country advisory 
services, trade fairs and missions.  Most had knowledge of and several have benefited from Export 
Market Development Grants (EMDG).  Several companies were recipients of the Western 
Australian Innovation Support Scheme (WAISS) grants when they were operating and several have 
or have had Research and Development (R&D) start-up and commercialisation grants.   

The experiences of interviewees regarding these various services and grants were generally very 
positive.  For many companies, grants to assist marketing and R&D were crucial in allowing 
product and market developments to occur.  This was not just a function of quantum but also of 
timing with the grants being available at critical junctures in their attempts to develop new markets 
and products. 

There were noticeable differences between companies with positive and those with less favourable 
views.  Companies successfully using the range of services and grants available were able to ask 
the right questions, had systems whereby documentation, application and audit were not too 
onerous, and many had previous experience with grant processes.  Companies using these services 
less successfully or not using them at all, fell into several categories.  Some companies had 
erroneous understanding about their eligibility for export grants and R&D grants.  For others the 
processes surrounding grants, advisory services and participation in trade fairs appear not to have 
been well understood in advance leading to disappointed expectations and consequent negative 
views.  In general, these companies lacked all the relevant information for deciding on an approach 
and for participating in these arrangements.  For some where the founder/CEO was still at the heart 
of all the developments in the company, the processes were perceived as too onerous and 
bureaucratic. 

Very few companies had used consultants to assist in seeking export assistance.  Similarly, very 
few used consultants to assist with export strategies, including in-country assistance.  There is a 
very high propensity to develop and manage export strategies “in house” with the emphasis on the 
founder/CEO.  Virtually none had selected independent directors based on knowledge of overseas 
markets. 
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Managing Growth 

Information is costly to access for SMXs and has a high opportunity cost especially for the 
founder/CEO who is typically leading all aspects of product and market development.  There was a 
general view that SMXs lack the sort of informal business networks focussing on exporters and 
export issues which are likely to lead to better information flows (business person to business 
person) regarding important but quite basic business issues of direct relevance to SMXs.  Business 
mentoring is a potentially important element of this.  Mentoring is a key element in the success of 
many companies as they develop.  Exporting for SMEs poses some unique challenges and there 
was a general recognition that mentoring on these issues was not common across the SMXs.  Some 
companies in the study had specifically sought out mentors on general and specific aspects of 
business development but they were the exceptions.   

Most companies found Western Australia a good location from which to develop their niche export 
markets based on innovation and quality and do not pursue things that they know cannot be done 
well here, such as large volume, routine manufacturing, and while this means they see the major 
challenges related to developing their overseas markets, local issues do arise.  There is far less 
commonality across the companies in terms of these issues.  The most commonly cited local issues 
related to scaling up to meet market demand.  Globally, the sort of niche markets based on 
innovation and quality that these SMXs are targeting are large in absolute terms and are very large 
relative to Western Australia and the capacity of the SMXs.  Long term growth requires expansion 
and a key issue for companies is that of determining the optimal growth path and resourcing that 
growth.  The principal issues confronting companies scaling up in Western Australia are: 

 Finding the required number of appropriately skilled staff; 

 Logistics of scaling up production;  

 Capital cost of scaling up production;  

 General cost of production; and 

 Managing the scaling up process whilst at the same time managing the export activities. 

These issues apply with equal force to services and manufacturing companies. 

Finding the capital to fund export growth and product development was almost universally 
nominated as a major local issue for companies.  The common perception of companies is that the 
Western Australian financial sector is not well geared to dealing with small export oriented 
companies, especially manufacturing companies.   

A list of all the key findings follows. 
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Key Findings 

A Snapshot of SMX Characteristics 

 Western Australian SMXs commence exporting early in their development, with 
approximately 78% of companies surveyed exporting within ten years of commencing 
operations.  Insufficient local demand relative to the growth opportunities sought and the sales 
levels needed by the company was the prime driver of exporting, but significant numbers of 
companies have technologies and products that were focussed on overseas markets at the 
outset. 

 Contrary to common perception, the initial foray into exporting was largely opportunistic in the 
sense that few companies had, at the outset, a detailed strategic plan regarding exports and 
exporting and target markets prior to making their first sale overseas. 

 Distance is an issue but not a barrier.  Companies have used various strategies to ensure that 
distance is not seen as an issue by their clients.  Success requires that companies eliminate the 
perception of distance as a barrier for the customer. 

 All companies nominated cultural awareness as the key to successful business development 
overseas. Within this broader framework, companies find it important to be very clearly 
“Australian” businesses. 

 There is a consensus amongst SMXs that there is no substitute for having your own people on 
the ground to build the necessary relationships.  In most cases this has meant the founder/CEO 
being extensively involved and the cost of this, in terms of resources and time, is a key hurdle 
to the initial development of export markets. 

Promoting Greater Awareness and Recognition of the Role of SMXs in Western Australia 

 The export capabilities of SMEs and their achievements are not well understood locally and not 
well promoted.  By promoting their success collectively, SMEs and the State could benefit 
from growing awareness and consequent sales both domestically and overseas.  In particular, 
where successful SMXs have developed from business migrants, this could be the basis for 
promoting the State to other such potential migrants. 

 The key to success for the SMXs is a combination of technological innovation, high quality 
product manufacture or service and a focus on niche/boutique markets and premium pricing. 

 The range of products and services covered by the surveyed companies is extensive and is not 
dominated by companies exporting products that are obviously derived from the areas in which 
Western Australia has a recognised competitive advantage. The majority have no fundamental 
reason to remain in Western Australia but do so because they have found product strategies 
that allow them to be competitive in world markets operating from Western Australia and they 
prefer the Western Australian lifestyle. 

Innovation and R&D in Manufacturing 

 There is a consensus by exporters of goods that mass production of routine goods is not viable 
from Western Australia and that the development of IP based, innovative exports is the key to 
long term exporter viability. 

 The majority of manufacturers have considered moving their manufacturing offshore.  The 
main concern that most have regarding moving into offshore production is generally that the 
factors that make them successful exporters, i.e. IP and high quality, are difficult to control 
when manufacturing overseas, particularly in China. 
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 SMXs involved in manufacturing have a view that manufacture of complex products based on 
mixes of materials and innovation in design can be done well in Western Australia because of 
the wide range of professional and technical skills available and easy logistics that allow 
specialist manufacturers to work closely together.  R&D manufacture based on manufacturing 
prototypes is therefore a likely way for some companies to remain and grow in Western 
Australia even if high volume routine manufacture goes offshore. 

 Many companies, especially manufacturers, regard managing growth and scaling up as a major 
challenge and in some cases a barrier to further export success.  The principal issues arising 
from the need to scale up to deal with a global market are: 

- Finding the required number of appropriately skilled staff; 

- Capital cost of scaling up production; and 

- Managing the scaling up process whilst at the same time managing the export activities. 

Networking and Mentoring 

 Companies less successfully using these services or not using them at all, fell into several 
categories.  Some companies had erroneous understanding about their eligibility for export 
grants and R&D grants.  For others the processes surrounding grants, advisory services and 
participation in trade fairs appear not to have been well understood in advance leading to 
disappointed expectations and consequent negative views.  For some where the founder/CEO 
was still at the heart of all the developments in the company, the processes were perceived as 
too onerous and bureaucratic. 

 Most companies have worked largely in isolation from other exporters and in consequence, 
with limited knowledge of what other Western Australian companies are attempting in markets 
where they currently operate or are planning to operate.  SMXs appear to lack the sort of 
informal business networks of exporters which are likely to lead to better information flows 
(business person to business person) regarding important but quite basic business issues of 
relevance to SMXs.  Business mentoring is a potentially important element of this.  Mentoring 
is a key element in the success of many companies as they develop.  Exporting for SMEs poses 
some particular challenges and there was a general recognition that mentoring on these issues 
was not common across the SMXs.  Some companies in the study had specifically sought out 
mentors on general and specific aspects of business development but they were the exceptions. 

 Companies reported they had experienced a variety of bribery and IP infringement issues.  
Their experiences indicate that failure to be prepared and base the reaction on complete 
understanding and good planning could be potentially damaging to further business 
opportunities and ultimate success as an exporter. 

Access to Quality Information – Case Histories, Statistics and Monitoring 

 Successful companies are flexible and adapt their business model to accommodate differences 
between countries and between sectors and between product and service markets within 
countries.  They have recognised that a “one-size-fits-all” approach in their business planning 
and in the advice and assistance available to them, will not lead to success for them as 
exporters. 

 Finding the capital to fund export growth and product development is a particularly important 
issue for most SMXs and one where most struggle to find a satisfactory solution. 

 Most SMEs need to make changes to their ownership arrangements as part of pursuing growth 
and making a smooth transition is important to ensure the long term success of the company.  
Because most SMXs have no fundamental reason to remain in Western Australia, the changes 
in ownership that are the logical outcome of successful growth strategies, could be triggers for 
relocation away from Western Australia unless conditions are conducive to companies staying 
based on clear competitive advantage. 
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Virtually all companies had experienced a range of services made available by Austrade and the 
State Government.  Their experiences of these various services were varied and generally very 
positive.  In particular, for many companies, the grants to assist marketing and R&D were crucial 
in allowing major developments to take place. 
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Recommendations 

Promoting Greater Awareness of the Role of SMXs in Western Australia 

Recommendation 1 

The State Government, as part of its industry policy, recognises the contribution of SMXs to the 
diversification of the Western Australian economy and as a key driver of regional development. 

Initiative 1 

The State Government subsequent to considering the key findings of this report, initiates 
programs under its Industry Policy which directly contribute to building the export 
capabilities of SMEs in Western Australia. 

Initiative 2 

The State Government in conjunction with relevant industry organisations such as the 
Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Western Australia initiate collaborative programs 
specifically designed to promote SMXs as a group rather than on an industry or sector 
basis. 

These programs need to be aimed both at raising the public awareness of the role of SMXs 
in Western Australia and at promoting Western Australia as a supportive location for 
innovative SMXs. 

Innovation and R&D in Manufacturing 

Recommendation 2 

The State Government should map the amount of R&D and prototype manufacturing currently 
being undertaken in Western Australia with a view to incorporating a specific element in industry 
policy aimed at developing and promoting Western Australia as a place where companies can base 
high quality R&D linked specialised product development manufacturing. 

Initiative 3 

Develop a component in the Centres of Excellence Program so as to encourage high 
quality R&D product-linked development manufacturing. 

Initiative 4 

Support quality applied R&D product linked development manufacturing in appropriate 
TAFE Colleges so as to ensure the continued development of high skills and product 
innovation in high value manufacturing processes and products.  Initiatives such as the 
“Applied R&D Strategy and group” and The Advanced Manufacturing Technologies 
Centre (AMTC) in Central TAFE should be supported under the Industry Policy, to 
provide niche knowledge economy competitive advantage to Western Australia’s 
manufacturing sector. 
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Networking and Mentoring 

Recommendation 3 

The State Government in conjunction with relevant industry organisations such as the Chamber of 
Commerce and Industry of Western Australia, identify ways of strengthening the export culture in 
small to medium enterprises (SMEs). 

Initiative 5 

Develop effective SMX networks where companies can focus on the particular challenges 
facing SMXs in a clearly business to business environment. 

Initiative 6 

Identify appropriate mechanisms to achieve participation of experienced SMX executives 
in the mentoring of both potential and junior exporters. 

Access to Quality Information – Case Histories, Statistics and Monitoring 

Recommendation 4 

The State Government collect, manage and disseminate case studies and statistics with the 
objective of supporting the decision making processes of SMXs. 

Initiative 7 

The State Government systematically documents case studies of recipients of Government 
export and R&D assistance consistent with developing longitudinal data to determine the 
extent of and reasons for their successes and failures.  These case studies will then be used 
in program development and more importantly, for promoting the State as a place in 
which: 

(a) Development of successful companies with export orientation are supported; 

and 

(b) Innovative models for new and existing companies considering exporting are 
acknowledged and encouraged, particularly for those involved in the export of IP. 

Initiative 8 

The Western Australian State and Commonwealth Governments develop a 
“one-stop-shop” approach to export assistance based on a coordinated and integrated 
approach to promoting availability and provision of information and services. 

Initiative 9 

The State Government requests the ABS to continue its experimental work on collecting 
small and medium company exporter data by company, state and industry and to develop 
more routine detailed data collection pertaining to SMXs in Western Australia.  This data 
should be the basis for a regular report that allows Government and industry to monitor the 
growth and performance of Western Australian SMXs. 
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Executive summary and recommendations 

Based on the industry classifications used by the Australian Bureau of Statistics, the ICT sector is 
Western Australia’s 12th largest industry. The industry is worth around $2.9 billion or 3.3 per cent 
of the State’s total gross output and growing more quickly than the economy as a whole. Today, the 
ICT industry is of similar size to the combined agriculture, fisheries and forestry industries.  

It is estimated that there are close to 1,800 specialist ICT firms headquartered in Western Australia, 
and many other ICT firms are located in the State but with headquarters in other parts of the 
country. All up, the industry directly employs close to 23,000 people, nearly as many as the State’s 
highly labour intensive accommodation and hospitality industry.  

These data, although suggesting the ICT sector is a significant element of the Western Australian 
economy, only tell part of the story. The State’s ICT industry is tightly intertwined with other 
industries and forms a valuable and crucial link to many of Western Australia’s ‘headline’ 
industries such as mining, agriculture and numerous service industries. For instance, the State is 
home to a burgeoning array of industries that provide services to high profile mining companies by 
offering sophisticated communication tools, mapping and geographical services and even remote 
control technologies that allow the extraction of underground minerals in difficult or dangerous 
environments. Typically, these types of industries are enabled by ICT industry products and 
services. 

In other ways, the industry is at the forefront of providing improved human services such as 
education. For example, a Western Australian institution is leading the way in the provision of 
improved learning services to the State’s school children. Such services allow self-paced learning 
as well as offering greater potential for students to undertake research. The application of 
communications technologies is also enabling education providers to offer advanced services to 
students living in remote areas.  

The ICT industry strongly underpins much of the State’s more traditional and still dynamic sectors 
in both an economic and a social sense. Surveys and consultations with business and other 
organisations show that much value is derived from the use of ICT. This report constructs a ranking 
of ICT dependent industries in the State and finds that most industries depend to a large extent on 
ICT products and services. The survey conducted by The Allen Consulting Group on business use 
of ICT in Western Australia found that 75 per cent of businesses see computer technology as being 
of vital importance to their operations. In addition, many industries use ICT products and services 
to cut costs, improve customer service, offer innovative products and improve communications, 
both internally and with external customers and clients.  

Once these strong linkages with the rest of the economy are considered, the ICT industry can be 
more fully appreciated as making a strategic and indispensable contribution to the State’s economy. 
Multiplier analysis undertaken as part of this report shows the ICT industry brings around $9.1 
billion of revenue into the State and indirectly creates in excess of 100,000 jobs — this is on top of 
the nearly 23 000 jobs that it creates directly.  
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Despite the strategic and highly leveraged economic contributions that the ICT industry makes to 
the Western Australian economy, it is still considered by many to be a relatively small industry that 
contributes only modest, and for the most part hidden, value to the big end of the economy. The 
ICT industry is one which can all too easily be overlooked by policymakers. As a case in point, 
National ICT Australia (NICTA), Australia’s Centre of Excellence in ICT research has facilities in 
Sydney, Canberra, Brisbane and Melbourne, but does not have a presence in Perth. 

This report outlines the key contributions that the ICT industry makes to the Western Australian 
economy, while also focusing on the identification of constraints that are hindering the industry 
itself and the wider economy from taking advantage of the full potential of ICT. Key to the 
constraints analysis is an assessment of the skill needs of industry and the current skill levels of the 
Western Australian labour force. 

The report concludes by offering policy recommendations to be considered by the State 
Government. It is the view of the Western Australian Information and Communications (ICT) 
Industry Development Forum, that these recommendations will help Western Australia grow its 
local ICT industry while also assisting the Western Australian business community to take full 
advantage of the potential ICT offers to a rapidly growing and dynamic economy such as that of 
Western Australia. 
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Recommendations 

Developing a digital content sector of the ICT industry 

Recommendation 1 

The Government support the development of a digital content sector in the Western Australian 
ICT industry. 

A digital content sector can be developed by: 

Initiative 1.1 

Establishing Centres of Excellence and industry hubs in digital content. 

Initiative 1.2 

Supporting the building of ultra-broadband infrastructure hub(s) within the State. 

Initiative 1.3 

Building high performance computing capacity in the State. 

Initiative 1.4 

Developing the capability to attract and develop highly skilled personnel and applications for 
industry up-take. 

Building to be the best 

Recommendation 2 

The State Government support the building of ‘the world’s best’ in areas of competitive 
advantage and leveraging ‘ICT enabling’ for business use. 

Enhancing the local ICT industry 

Initiative 2.1 

Government should facilitate the commercialisation of these niche strengths by reviewing 
advantages associated with establishing a government facilitated ICT cluster program focusing 
on areas of competitive strength and export opportunity giving consideration to 6.3.2. 

Initiative 2.2 

Expand the current assistance provided to start-up ICT businesses to established small and 
medium sized ICT businesses. Assistance should include facilitating access to services such as 
legal services, design services and venture capital providers as well as more traditional services 
such as commercialisation and business growth. 

 

Enhancing local ICT import competing firms 

Initiative 2.3 

Identify and investigate Western Australia’s import-competing industries with a view to 
developing a program to assist them in their operations. 
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Harnessing the power of ICT as an enabler of business 

Recommendation 3 

The State Government recognise that ICT makes a significant direct and indirect contribution to 
the State’s economy and develops programs which harness the power of ICT as an enabler of 
business. 

Leveraging ICT enabling from business use 

Initiative 3.1 

The Government should work to create a better understanding of how small businesses can 
harness the power of ICT and better communicate the benefits to be had by adopting ICT. 
Strategies could include: 

—Using specialist channels to communicate messages that address ICT issues faced by small 
businesses; and 

—Making simple e-commerce tools readily available to small businesses. 

Initiative 3.2 

The Government should stimulate increased knowledge of the applications of ICT and encourage 
this application to Western Australian business. This could be achieved by: 

—Regularly bringing together exceptional achievers in the adoption of ICT via an ideas forum; 

—Lowering the cost of ICT-related information to business; 

—Increasing the accessibility of business advice by facilitating mentoring; and 

—Making simple e-commerce tools readily available to small businesses. 

 

Promoting the use of ICT to enable exports across all SMEs 

Initiative 3.3 

The Government should consider playing a greater role in the promotion of online activities, 
predominantly online commerce. This could be done by: 

—Establishing workshops for business enterprises showcasing the advantages of online selling 
technologies and the business benefits associated with them. Workshops should be targeted to 
industries where there is thought to be potential for greater use of the Internet and associated 
services; 

—Focus should also be given to dealing with business concerns about ICT security and privacy 
by explaining the security technologies available and promoting their use;  

— The initiative should also include avenues by which Government can demonstrate the ways 
business can use ICT and the Internet to enhance export opportunities; and 

—The workshops could also facilitate the two-way flow of information so that Government can 
better understand why particular industries are not adopting Internet services such that more 
policy action can be considered. 
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Enhancing ‘ICT enabling’ through skills development 

Recommendation 4 

The State Government, in partnership with industry, develop programs to manage 
Western Australia’s needs in the global competition for an ICT- skilled workforce. 

Enhancing ‘ICT enabling’ through skills development 

Initiative 4.1 

The Government should continue to support individuals in gaining appropriate basic ICT skills. 
This could be achieved by: 

—Communicating the message to Western Australians of the significance and importance of 
obtaining basic ICT skills; 

—Providing all Western Australians with the opportunity to gain the basic ICT skills needed to be 
an active participant in society by: 

• Improving access to vocational education courses that focus on ICT; 

• Including ICT topics of study in non-ICT training courses; 

• Encouraging the adoption of continuing professional development which focuses on ICT; 

• Partnering with industry and education and training providers to improve the perceived 
attractiveness of ICT courses; 

• Using its position as a large employer to provide on-the job ICT training to public service 
employees; 

• Further encouraging the use of ICT to facilitate learning at an early age in the school 
environment — this would include the ongoing provision of ICT infrastructure in schools 
and ongoing ICT professional development for teachers; 

• Partnering with education and training providers to identify the core ICT competencies 
necessary and establishing common standards of ICT literacy across the education and 
training system. 

Initiative 4.2 

Government and industry should identify and promote ICT careers and pathways to both school 
students and careers changers.  This promotion should include information on: 

• The evolving and rapidly changing nature of the ICT industry; 

• The range of industries requiring ICT skills and the level of skills required; 

• The wide range of job roles and descriptions; 

• Personal requirements (for example: pre-disposition, aspirations, preferences); 

• Education and training pathways; 

• Suitability for both genders, etc; 

• Future opportunities. 
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Initiative 4.3 

Government should undertake ongoing liaison with industry to identify the ICT skill needs of 
business and in particular those needs that are not being met. Policy programs can then be 
structured in such a way so as to target identified skill gaps through the provision of education 
services and perhaps even the promotion of Western Australia as a place for interstate and 
overseas ICT-skilled people to work. 

Initiative 4.4 

Education providers and industry should explore the merit of offering student internships, work 
experience and programs. Such programs should focus on applied skills and providing students 
with the necessary skills and knowledge to assist students in becoming ‘job ready’ upon 
completion of their courses. 

Internships should be offered to senior level or final year students such that they offer businesses 
immediate productivity benefits (as distinct from traineeships which, by and large, have not been 
heavily adopted by business to date). 

Initiative 4.5 

Industry in partnership with education and training providers identify opportunities for 
composite qualifications and skill sets to enable high level ICT skills relevant to a range of 
specific industries. 

 

Attracting Commonwealth research funding to the State 

Recommendation 5 

The State Government works together with Stakeholder Agencies and Industry to establish 
mechanisms which result in the establishment of joint State and Commonwealth supported ICT 
research centres in Western Australia. 
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Key Findings 

This report was sponsored by the Western Australian ICT Industry Development Forum, the Office 
of Science and Innovation (OSI), the hub of advanced computing in Western Australia, iVEC, and 
the Department of Industry and Resources (DoIR) to recommend policies and development options 
for Western Australia’s international communications infrastructure. 

Most recent policy focus in Australia has been concerned with local access to broadband 
infrastructure (“Small Pipes”). This has been important, since the local loop remains the main 
bottleneck. However, this is changing as the broad-banding of local access accelerates. Currently, 
local access speeds of 1.5 Mbit/s or more are considered good. Soon, “true broadband” with speeds 
of 10 Mbit/s or more will become the new standard, as it has in other countries. With 
improvements in local loop infrastructure, attention is shifting to the other parts of the knowledge 
economy infrastructure.   

The current report is specifically concerned with the capability of Western Australia’s international 
communications infrastructure to support a knowledge economy. Our focus on “Big Pipes” reflects 
the emerging needs of “Big Science”, which is now a global activity, and the need for affordable 
international connections in a global knowledge economy. “Big Science” will inevitably involve 
“Big Business”. 

We find that Western Australia is not well served in terms of its international communications 
links. Western Australia is Australia’s “front-door” to the fast growing economies of Asia and yet 
most Australians communicate with Asia by the “back-door”; via the USA and/or Japan. Worse 
still, the direct links to Asia from Western Australia are expensive to commercial users and 
researchers cannot get the same bandwidth as they can on the East Coast.  

With demand for international capacity increasing considerably over the last 18 months, and the 
development of applications requiring low latency and greater interactive collaboration between 
Australia and Asia, the time is ripe for the development of a new cable system out of Western 
Australia. 

Recent attempts to remedy poor Western Australian international connectivity have failed, and 
current proposals may suffer a similar fate without government support. This is due to the cost of a 
new submarine cable being relatively high (around USD100 million), the currently “thin” demand 
on international routes out of Western Australia and the “supply overhang” that exists. The various 
“externalities” that apply to the provision of international capacity off Western Australia justify 
public intervention due to the presence of market failure in the provision of international capacity 
which is inhibiting the State’s economic development. 

If there is not immediate prospect of new capacity (two cables have been announced but are not 
certain), the State Government must expedite its provision to secure Western Australia’s position in 
the global knowledge economy. 
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Chapter 1 

There are powerful forces for globalisation which are being enabled by the Internet and improved 
global communications. Big Pipes go both ways. There is a risk of weaker peripheral regions in the 
global economy being “hollowed out”; a risk earlier TIAC reports have discussed. But, no 
economy can or should insulate itself from the rest of the world. 

Despite the risks, Western Australia must “play on or be preyed on”. 
 The risks of marginalisation and being pushed down the global value chain are reduced by 

developing and enhancing a region’s competitive strengths. Through the various TIAC reports, 
these have been identified as engineering, biotechnology, education, health and technical 
services. These sectors can provide a platform for successful participation in this new form of 
global services production. Importantly, they are areas with particular dependence upon 
information and communications infrastructure. 

 Another advantage that Western Australia has is its geo-political position at a time when the 
balance of economic strength is shifting to Asia. China and India are leading the pack in terms 
of growth and opportunity and the communications gateway to these markets is Singapore; 
which also means Western Australia will become more important to all Australians. 

Western Australia must leverage its position as the “front door to Asia”. 
 The “main artery” of Western Australia’s globalising knowledge economy is international 

communications links. Communications infrastructure is to the knowledge economy what 
roads and rail were to the industrial economy. It is prone to some of the same “externalities” 
that can lead to sub-optimal investment in road and rail without public intervention. 

Given Western Australia’s isolation and its desire to develop its knowledge economy, the State 
Government needs to support investment in international links. 

Given the State Government’s Cabinet Decision of December 2004 to develop Western 
Australia’s knowledge economy, “Big Pipes” and other parts of the knowledge economy 
infrastructure should be supported. 
 While the communications infrastructure is probably the most important, there are other 

“building blocks” which make up the “Cyberinfrastructure” supporting a knowledge economy. 
Many of these can be enhanced with government policy and support. Western Australia already 
has a good track record in attracting key talent to the State. Current thinking is that regions 
with “technology, talent and tolerance” will prosper in the global knowledge economy. 

 

Chapter 2 

This chapter finds a lack of affordable capacity off the West Coast of Australia. 

The lack of affordable connectivity is due to the lack of effective competition. 
 The problem is not physical scarcity; the principal cable off the West Coast, SEA-ME-WE3 

has so much spare capacity and could be easily expanded further. The alternative cable, 
Jasuraus, although much smaller, could also be expanded.  

 The complexity and difficulties associated with the multiple owners and the half-circuit 
capacity regime make it difficult to access this “spare” capacity. Consequently, the two cables 
do not exert the same competitive pressure on price that can be observed between the rival 
cables on the East Coast. 
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Regulated prices are a poor substitute for real price competition 
 Another possible response to a lack of competition which has been exercised with respect to 

domestic transmission facilities is “declaration”, which provides the ACCC with the power to 
arbitrate prices. But, regulated prices would be counter-productive as they will “chill” 
investment in international capacity. Investment will be needed. 

 Once adequate connectivity is established to Singapore, then onward connection to China, 
India, Europe, Africa, other Asian destinations and North America is readily possible. 

 

Chapter 3 

Chapter 3 shows that “Big Science” alone, will stretch the limits of what can be provided with 
existing international capacity.  Taking into consideration the future needs and demand of industry; 
“Big Business” will almost certainly ensure that requirements will exceed bandwidth. 

Greater efforts must be made to include Perth in the upgrade of the network backbone that 
underpins the APAC National Grid. 
 The science community in Western Australia is generally well served by AARNet. However, 

AARNet cannot afford to re-equip the long Adelaide-Perth circuits to carry multiple 
wavelengths at this time. South Australia provided a grant to make the enhanced APAC Grid 
available to its own researchers. Until the Western Australian Government provides a similar 
grant, researchers in Western Australia will not have the same bandwidth as those in South 
Australia and the eastern states for moving around very large amounts of data. This may 
constrain access to the new OPAL and synchrotron facilities on the other side of Australia (see 
Section 1.2.2) that Western Australians will need to use. 

 Such an upgrade works both ways. Researchers on the other side of Australia and the other side 
of the Pacific Ocean will need to access the new radio telescopes (xNTD and possibly the 
SKA) planned for Western Australia. 

Telescope communications infrastructure should factor-in regional development. 
 If Australia is fortunate enough to be chosen in 2006 as the site for the SKA telescope, there 

may be the possibility of using the infrastructure linking SKA sites to provide improved access 
to business and people in remote areas. Most of the SKA sites are in Western Australia.  

 Even without the SKA, the xNTD telescope (which is proceeding) will provide significant 
opportunities.  The “correlator” will compare data across 20 antennae (190 correlations) and 
the resulting product will need global connectivity of 1Gbit/s allowing for bursts up to 
10Gbit/s.  This represents a significant level of demand for global connectivity out of Western 
Australia. 

Business needs more affordable international connectivity. 
 Business can require large volumes of data to be shifted over communications links. But, the 

main requirement for business is for more affordable international connectivity. Demand is 
artificially constrained, despite the abundance of physical capacity, because of current retail 
pricing models that do not cater for the short, bursty requirements of some customers. 

 

Chapter 4 

“Small Pipes” feed the demand for “Big Pipes”. 
The demand for international connectivity is accelerating. The weakest link in the Internet delivery 
chain has been the local loop. Broadband local access loop connections have doubled in a year and 
will keep increasing as customers migrate from dial-up services. The “Small Pipes” (local 
connectivity) are getting bigger not only because of the migration to broadband from dial-up but 
also because of the increasing bandwidth available on broadband connections. 
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Wild cards may bring their own funding to help augment international capacity. 
 While there is adequate near term international capacity out of Western Australia, either via the 

Indian Ocean or across Australia to the Pacific Ocean cables, there are significant drivers 
increasing the demand for international capacity even before “wild cards” such as the needs of 
radio telescopes and defense are taken into account. Major users like Defence have a direct 
interest in improved international connectivity. 

International communications links on the West Coast need to be strengthened. 
 Australia is too reliant on the East Coast which accounts for 90 per cent of Australian 

international capacity. Historically, the development of international connectivity has reflected 
the status of the US as the centre of economic gravity and the Internet. But, this is changing 
with, particularly, China and India emerging as super powers in their own right. Australia has 
strong business and research links with countries to our north. For connection to Japan and the 
USA, the East Coast routing can be superior both on price and performance. However for 
South East Asia and Europe, direct access from WesternAustralia offers better performance. 

 Another important argument for improved West Coast connectivity is security. Perth as 
Australia’s second international gateway can provide route diversity for all Australian traffic. 

While upgrades to existing cables to service near-term needs are quite possible, the commercial 
arrangements surrounding Western Australian cables and the motives of the owners both create 
significant obstacles to achieving upgrades (and improved pricing). Consequently, there are 
initiatives periodically announced to implement a new cable to overcome these commercial 
handicaps. Currently, two cables are mooted (SIAC and Ochre). It is hoped that they will fare 
better than earlier planned cables (i.e. NAVA and A2A), which did not proceed. 
 

Chapter 5 

At first sight, there may not appear to be a capacity problem. The West Coast cables are under-
utilised and can easily be expanded. However, while it would be cheaper to upgrade SMW3 than 
build a new cable (USD20 million versus USD100 million), it does not solve the problem of the 
lack of effective competition, which results in the current high prices (relative to the East Coast). A 
new cable would certainly have a capacity extension capability several orders of magnitude greater 
than the upgrade option, and consequently a much greater lifetime. 

There is clearly a case for a new cable out of Western Australia. 
 This case is based on continuing rapid growth in demand, the need for effective competition in 

West Coast international capacity, the shift in the balance of power in the global economy to 
Asia and national security. For these reasons, a new cable is important, not only to Western 
Australia, but also to the whole of Australia. 

The State Government needs to support new cable investment. 
International communications infrastructure is no longer supplied exclusively by publicly owned 
carriers in Australia. So, other ways have to be found to overcome the “externalities” that lead to 
sub-optimal investment in the global communications infrastructure. Four possible options are 
identified: leveraging the State’s own purchasing power; finding “anchor tenants”; providing 
capital grants (subject to cost-benefit analysis and competitive tender); and developing new 
financial instruments to reduce risk and uncertainty.
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The State Government needs to stimulate the utilisation of databases with the intention of 
maximising both commercial and social returns to the community. 
 The government, by the nature of its business, collects and stores data that has high 

commercial value and high social value coupled with community ownership. Promoting open 
access to databases would be a desirable policy objective in a knowledge economy. It provides 
a way to encourage greater use of data collections. Exploitation of such data by both public and 
private sectors can not only maximise the return on public investment in R&D, but also creates 
new industries and high value employment 

 Issues such as privacy and intellectual property will clearly require evaluation (e.g. in the 
aggregation of particular data sets). The State Government needs to identify, audit and review 
across government its intellectual property policies, existing data collections and access 
provisions with the intention of maximising both commercial and social returns to the 
community. 

New value-based pricing for IP networks needs to be developed. 
 The carriers and service providers must develop more innovative pricing structures that deliver 

more affordable bandwidth at the same time as increasing industry revenues. Layer-based 
pricing is suggested as a workable solution to pricing along the demand curve. It may provide a 
more sustainable basis for value-based pricing in an all-IP network. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
Australia’s Connectivity (see Chapter 2, Figure 2.5) 
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Conclusion 

The poor global connectivity off Western Australia affects not just Western Australians but all 
Australians. Unable to compete with some countries on labour costs, and remote from major 
markets, Australia faces the challenge to find new ways to participate in global production systems 
and global markets from a geographically remote location. Its international communications 
infrastructure will be an essential ingredient, without which the challenge may prove 
insurmountable. 

The rising importance of the China and India export markets and the proximity of the Singapore 
Hub emphasises the importance of Western Australia as a “Big Pipe” exit point for Australia. 

Barriers to Western Australia’s connectivity are essentially a lack of affordable international 
connections due to a lack of competition in the existing Western Australian exiting “Big Pipes”. 
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Recommendations 

This report has established that “Big Pipes” for international connectivity are a critical building 
block in the Cyberinfrastructure for all Australians; not just those in Western Australia.  

It has also demonstrated that the Western Australian Government, due to lack of a competitive 
environment, needs to actively facilitate the development of this infrastructure not only because it 
is committed to the establishment of a knowledge economy in Western Australia, but also because 
there are “externalities” which will lead to sub-optimal investment in cable capacity in the absence 
of government leadership. 

The recommended “action steps” for the State Government are to leverage both Commonwealth 
Government programs and private sector investment by developing a plan for improving: 

Recommendation 1:  Western Australia’s International Connectivity 

The Western Australian Government should test the viability of available options by issuing a 
“Request for Proposal” (RFP) to the marketplace.  This RFP should canvas a broad range of 
possible solutions including private sector investment in return for guaranteed capacity (new cable 
or upgrade of existing infrastructure). 

Recommendation 2:  Western Australia’s National Capacity 

The Western Australian Government should consider capitalising on Commonwealth Government 
programs or making a capital grant (as has been the case in South Australia) to extend the 
AARNET3 optical network to Western Australia in order to fully support the APAC grid, the 
xNTD and other known and future “Big Science” projects. 

Adopting this plan of action will help secure Western Australia’s position in the global knowledge 
economy. 
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Publications of TIAC 1988 – 2006 
 
 

 

Publication Title 
 

Date 

Support for West Australian Software Industry July 1988 

New Challenges & Opportunities July 1988 

Technology Parks July 1988 

Intelligent Buildings: What role for the WA Government? Sept 1988 

US State Government Policies Designed to Encourage the Commercialisation of 
New Ideas:  Some Recommendations for WA 

Sept 1988 

WA Software Industry (Second Report) Oct 1988 

An Industrial Science Policy for Western Australia:  Some Seed Ideas Oct 1988 

Towards a West Australian Science Policy for the 1990’s Nov 1988 

Inquiry into Venture Capital in Western Australia March 1989 

The Case for a New Branch of Manufacturing to Provide Smart Equipment for the 
Mining Industry 

March 1990 

The Export Debate May 1990 

Tomorrow’s People in Science & Technology March 1991 

Bentley Technology Precinct:  An Exploratory Study Sept 1992 

The Western Australian Technology School of the Future:  A Feasibility Study Oct 1992 

Capturing Opportunities in Asia with Western Australian Science & Technology Nov 1992 

Telecommuting 2000:  Making the Future Work for Western Australia Dec 1992 

Telework 2000:  Making the Future Work for Western Australia July 1993 

R&D and the State’s Economic Development: What is the best fit? April 1994 

Medical Research Infrastructure Funding in Western Australia April 1995 

Towards an Information Infrastructure Policy for Western Australia – the Business 
Aspect 

Feb 1996 

Financing Options for Regional Infrastructure in Western Australia Nov 1996 

Telecommunications Deregulation – Is Western Australia Prepared? Dec 1996 

Western Australia’s Minerals and Energy Expertise: How can it be optimised? – 
Defining the Issues – A Background Paper 

Sept 1997 
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Publications of TIAC 1988 – 2006 (Cont’d) 
 
 

 

Publication Title 
 

Date 

Research & Development:  Role of the State Government in attracting External Funding May 1998 

From Mines to Minds:  Western Australia in the Global Information Economy Feb 1999 

Western Australia’s Minerals and Energy Expertise: How can it be optimised? – 
Growing the R&D Sector 

June 1999 

Technology, Skills and the Changing Nature of Work April 2000 

Drivers and Shapers of Economic Development in Western Australia in the 21st Century Sept 2000 

Export of Western Australian Education and Training:  Constraints and Opportunities Oct 2000 

Biotechnology West:  Strengths, Weaknesses and Opportunities Dec 2000 

Directions for Industry Policy in Western Australia within the Global Knowledge 
Economy 

Mar 2002 

The Organisation of Knowledge: Optimising the Role of Universities in a Western 
Australian Knowledge Hub 

Jun 2002 

Creating Western Australia’s Knowledge Infrastructure:  Towards Global 
Competitiveness and High-Value Employment 

Jun 2003 

Enabling a Connected Community:  Developing Broadband Infrastructure and Services in 
Metropolitan Western Australia 

Sept 2003 

Initiating and Supporting Major Economic Infrastructure for State Development:  
Defining the Issues 

May 2004 

Initiating and Supporting Major Economic Infrastructure for State Development:  
Opportunities for Government 

Sept 2004 

Trade in Western Australian Health Industry Services:  Directions for Development Nov 2004 

A Snapshot of Export Activity in Western Australia’s SME Sector July 2006 
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Publications of the ICT Forum 2003 – 2006 
 
 

 

Publication Title 
 

Date 

Enabling a Connected Community:  Developing Broadband Infrastructure and Services in 
Metropolitan Western Australia 

Sept 2003 

Enabling Growth:  The Contribution of ICT to the Western Australian Economy Feb 2006 

Big Pipes:  Connecting Western Australia to the Global Knowledge Economy April 2006 
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